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New forms* of teaching, learning and assessment for an interactive world:
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Methods I “Did you know them before?”

• Sharples M., de Roock R., Ferguson R., Gaved. M.; … ; Weller M., Hsiang Wong L. (2016).  Innovative Pedagogy 2016.  Open University Innovation Report 5
• Ferguson R., Barzilai S., Ben-Zvi D., … ; Weller M., Whitelock D. (2017).  Innovative Pedagogy 2017.  Open University Innovation Report 6
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Why “Learning through video games”?*

420

No1

focus can be on games designed for education; 
teach and assess particular skills and dispositions that are relevant 
within the game;
learners made significant gains in both cognitive and intrapersonal 
learning when they used video games.
well-designed video games not only help children learn curriculum 
topics but also improve motivation, intellectual openness, work ethic, 
conscientiousness, and positive self-evaluation; 
players can try out unfamiliar roles and contexts and make 
consequential decisions.

* Sharples M., de Roock R., Ferguson R., Gaved. M.; … ; Weller M., Hsiang Wong L. (2016).  Innovative Pedagogy 2016.  Open University Innovation Report 5

Methods I

It is difficult to 
balance learning 
with fun. A 
solution may lie 
in collaboration 
between 
professional 
game designers, 
software 
engineers, and 

learning experts.

Making learning fun, interactive and stimulating!



Why “Learning through video games”?*
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For most gamers, gaming is a highly-social activity.
Games improve critical thinking skills and reading 
comprehension.
Video games make people happy and relieve stress.
Video games are especially well-suited for 
individualized learning.
Games teach new technical skill sets.
Video games help gauge children’s cognitive 
development and facilitate individualized learning.
They offer a fluid and literary-like engagement with 
ethically- and morally-complicated situations.

* Loo K. (2017), 7 Ways Video Games Will Help Your Kids in School. Retrieved from: https://www.huffingtonpost.com/kara-loo/7-ways-video-games-help_b_6084990.html

Methods I

These types of 
interactive 

experiences get 
students more excited 
about the material and 

support long-term 
retention.



How to apply “Learning through video games”?*
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Multiple gaming sessions show significantly better learning outcomes than single play 
sessions. 
Games that have ways of tracking achievements and progress, such as points or 
badges, are more effective than ones that do not.
Learners can also learn by designing video games, and tools for creating such games 
are increasingly accessible to children. 
As well as learning design and programming skills, learners can work together to 
create and interact with educational content.
Children can work in groups to create or extend a virtual environment such as a 
medieval village or castle, then generate stories by exploring each other’s locations and 
meeting the characters. 

* Sharples M., de Roock R., Ferguson R., Gaved. M.; … ; Weller M., Hsiang Wong L. (2016).  Innovative Pedagogy 2016.  Open University Innovation Report 5
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Why “Spaced learning”?*
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Recall session stimulates the learner’s short-term memory for the item and its new association, until
these become fixed in long-term memory1.

Methods I

Building long-term memories in minutes

*1Ferguson R., Barzilai S., Ben-Zvi D., … ; Weller M., Whitelock D. (2017).  Innovative Pedagogy 2017.  Open University Innovation Report 6
2Emsley A. (2016), Spaced Learning: A Revolution for Teaching and Training?, Retrieved from: https://www.atlasknowledge.com/insights/spaced-learning-revolution-teaching-and-
training

The method involves a series of short, intense training sessions with increased learner participation,
separated by short intervals in which learners do a completely different activity. It is the break in
activities which is key to the spaced learning approach; during these intervals the brain actively forms
connections between the new concepts learnt and the learners existing knowledge. The repetition of the
same content strengthens these connections and the information is committed to long term memory,
despite being covered in such a short time2.



How to apply  “Spaced learning”?*
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Methods I

* Emsley A. (2016), Spaced Learning: A Revolution for Teaching and Training?, Retrieved from: https://www.atlasknowledge.com/insights/spaced-learning-revolution-teaching-
and-training
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Tools
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Learning through video 
games

•Dropmix

•Farming Simulator

•Wuzzit Trouble

•LyricsTraining

•Influent

• SimEarth: The Living 
Planet 

Spaced learning

• Kahoot!

• Prezi

• Quizlet

• BetterExplained

• Schoology

• YouTube

https://dropmix.hasbro.com/en-us/apps
https://www.farming-simulator.com/
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/wuzzit-trouble/id600190128?ls=1&mt=8
https://lyricstraining.com/
http://playinfluent.com/
https://archive.org/details/msdos_SimEarth_-_The_Living_Planet_1990
https://kahoot.it/#/
https://prezi.com/
https://quizlet.com/
http://betterexplained.com/
https://www.schoology.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=987xHnVfRI4
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Why “Learning through social media”?*
bring learning to life;
support creativity, collaboration, communication and 
sharing of resources;
support exploration of the past and outer space in real 
time;
can be used to develop extended projects;
give learners reliable and interesting content;
give opportunities to access expert advice.
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* Sharples M., de Roock R., Ferguson R., Gaved. M.; … ; Weller M., Hsiang Wong L. (2016).  Innovative Pedagogy 2016.  Open University Innovation Report 5

Methods I



Why “Learning through social media”?*

Develop 
curating: be creative in choice of content & 
be able to filter information; 

managing: be able to manage time and to 
deal with inappropriate posts/information;

socialising/promoting skills: know the 
importance, know how & when.
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*  Moss P. Why Learning Through Social Networks Is The Future . Retrieved from:  https://www.teachthought.com/the-future-of-learning/learning-through-networks-is-the-
future/ 

„Let’s not let 
students leave 
school in isolation, 
with only Friday on 
their minds. Let’s 
ensure they are well 
connected, 
independent, and 
empowered to learn 
anywhere, anytime.“

Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe 

Methods I



How to apply “Learning through social media?*

Create a Facebook group for your class.

Use blogging for students’ homework 
assignments.

Use Twitter for bringing fun into the 
classroom.

Pinterest for pinning educational resources.

Use YouTube for the flipped classroom 
concept.
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*  Norman S. (2016). 5 Ultimate Tricks Of Using Social Media As Learning Tools. Retrieved from:  https://elearningindustry.com/5-ultimate-tricks-using-social-media-learning-tools

„Social media can be a 
useful tool to use for 
educational purposes. You 
constantly try to bring your 
teaching methods closer to 
the “real world”, so why 
don’t you use social media 
as learning tools and 
networks as the perfect 
chance to achieve that 
goal?“

Stephanie Norman

Methods I



Why “Teachback”?*
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* Sharples M., de Roock R., Ferguson R., Gaved. M.; … ; Weller M., Hsiang Wong L. (2016).  Innovative Pedagogy 2016.  Open University Innovation Report 5

A new way:
to understand the topic;
to show that you have understood it;
to gain a better shared understanding;
to learn by receiving direct instruction and also by going through the process 
of recalling and teaching back the new knowledge.

Learning by explaining what we have been taught.

Can be used for any type of teaching and learning, including sports coaching, 
science teaching and language learning. 

Methods I



How to “Teachback”?*
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* Sharples M., de Roock R., Ferguson R., Gaved. M.; … ; Weller M., Hsiang Wong L. (2016).  Innovative Pedagogy 2016.  Open University Innovation Report 5

Learners work in pairs/groups;
They receive instruction from a teacher or a video presentation;
One learner in each pair/group teaches back to the other what they have learned;
The other learner questions the explanation, using queries such as, “What do you 
mean by that?”;
If either is not sure, or they disagree, then they ask the teacher;
They may also write a brief explanation, or draw a diagram, to explain their new 
understanding;
Learners do a teacher-marked test to verify the new understanding/knowledge.

Methods I



Why “Learning from the crowd”?*
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• allows amateurs to exchange ideas with
experts, combining wisdom of the
crowds with expert knowledge and
commentary;

• puts science in the hands of learners;
• gains the experience of acting as

scientists, asking questions that interest
learners and gaining personal
satisfaction from the results.

Using the public as a 
source of knowledge 
and opinion.

Wikipedia is one example of 
how people work together to 
produce and negotiate content 
for the largest encyclopedia in 
the world. 

* Sharples M., de Roock R., Ferguson R., Gaved. M.; … ; Weller M., Hsiang Wong L. (2016).  Innovative Pedagogy 2016.  Open University Innovation Report 5
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Why “Learning from the crowd”?*
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gain a better understanding of a specific subject by solving a problem
or sets of problems together.
based on the idea that knowledge can be created within a group

whose members actively interact by sharing experiences and take on
asymmetric roles.
knowledge is viewed as a social construct, facilitated by peer

interaction, evaluation and cooperation.
members of groups engaged in crowdsourced learning capitalize on

each others resources and skills .

* Ochman T.  (2014), Crowdsourced Learning. Retrieved from: https://www.agileventures.org/articles/crowdsourced-learning
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How to apply “Learning from the crowd”?*
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initiate a typical investigation, perhaps using a classroom discussion to develop a 
guiding question;
learners discuss ways of answering the question;
learners are involved not only in collecting data, but also in producing the question 
and proposing alternative ways to address it;
they are also encouraged to recruit friends, family and neighbors as data collectors. 
the learners display and explain their results, pointing out any problems such as 
unreliable data;
the teacher has a strong role in such projects helping to devise a suitable question 
and method of investigation, and supporting discussion of the findings.

* Sharples M., de Roock R., Ferguson R., Gaved. M.; … ; Weller M., Hsiang Wong L. (2016).  Innovative Pedagogy 2016.  Open University Innovation Report 5

Methods I
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Tools
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Learning 
through social 

media
Teachback

Learning from 
the crowd

• Facebook
• Twitter
• Pinterest
• Youtube

• Skype
• Viber
• WhatsApp
• Axure

• Wikipedia
• ENCYCLOpedia.

com
• Encyclopedia 

Britannica
• Scholarpedia
• Citizendium
• Infoplease

https://www.facebook.com/
https://twitter.com/?lang=en
https://www.pinterest.com/
https://www.youtube.com/
https://www.skype.com/en/
https://www.viber.com/
https://www.whatsapp.com/
https://www.axure.com/?
https://en.wikipedia.org/
https://www.encyclopedia.com/
https://www.britannica.com/
http://scholarpedia.org/
http://citizendium.org/
http://www.infoplease.com/
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